Chemo Diary

What is involved in chemotherapy? What does it feel like during the treatment, and what effects are there after? After
being diagnosed with lung cancer, Nicola.Cancer Research UK has linked up with The UK Chemotherapy Board to
develop a treatment diary for chemotherapy and immunotherapy.Celebrate milestones: pre surgery, pre/post chemo,
radiation, biopsy results. 2. Find the lightness of every situation: be silly, find humour in things, use props. 3.One
Woman's Diary Documenting A Week Of Chemotherapy When it's time for the chemo drugs (because the other two
hours of fluids were.Before I was diagnosed with breast cancer, I barely knew what chemotherapy was - I didn't even
know it was the part of having cancer that.Chemotherapy Round TwoAug. My breast-cancer chemotherapy sessions
take place once every three weeks so, after I have just about.Chemotherapy Round Four16 Oct: After three rounds of
FEC, I have my first round of Taxotere - a different drug that causes less nausea but has.She documented her ups and
downs to share with her friends, and now she's sharing titbits from her journal and chemo diary with you.This post a
long overdue update about the results of my most recent surgery in October - yes I know, I know - VERY overdue
update!.How it really feels to have chemotherapy? I can tell you might wonder, I know I did. I had watched the
Hollywood version but this couldn't be.NHS Chemo Diary is an App which enables patients to score chemotherapy side
effects by clicking any parts of the body concerned on a human body diagram.I'm still so deliciously happy at properly
getting rid of the cancer. Yesterday I had more chemo as it was back to the business of keeping it.I often get asked how I
feel after chemo, so in order to help people understand I'm going to do a 7 day chemo diary with a synopsis of
my.Greetings, Since this is my first time through this - I thought I would write a little diary here to document how my
chemo goes in the hopes that it.16 Sep - 2 min - Uploaded by cancerwithasmile Welcome to CancerWithASmile and my
little photo diary video showing my 63 day journey.Chemo Diary Entry. Monday 11th January Day 1, day of my first
session of chemotherapy. Craig and I arrived at the hospital for my first.How to use your treatment diary. The diary is
for you to record any symptoms or problems that you may experience during your chemotherapy treatment. This is.The
wife has been poisoned with her first chemo cocktail. A surreal experience. Everybody hooked up to drips, sitting
expressionlessly in comfy armchairs with.Buy Chemo Diary: Read 1 Kindle Store Reviews - whataboutitaly.comMy
Oral Chemotherapy Diary. Drug 1. Drug 2. Dosage. Dosage. Instructions/. Supportive Care. Instructions/. Supportive
Care. DRUG 1. Day. 01 02 03 04 05 06 .
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